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"PARKS ON '!'HE SUl3J'ECT OF FOIWE IN 

GENERAL. 

BY JOlIN A. ROEBLING. 

[For the Sclentltlc American.] 

[Continued Irom Pat:tl 128.] 

Reduced to last principles, all difference between 
mechanical, dynamical and Iivin� forces or motions 
disappears. In every case motion is communicated. 
No motion is created or conjured up by any process 
whatever. Whereyer energy is manilested it is 
caused by a disturbancc of equilibrium, and this dis
turbance is caused by other disturbance, and so on 
to infinity. In other terms, the process of nature is 
a constant play of energies and movements commu
nicated from one to the other. 

Matter as the simple ponderable substance serves 
only as a vehicle of motion or energy. Energy in 
Itself is simply the power to move a result 0: the 
principle of life. The different phenomena, there
fore, which attend the displa:' of the various ('ner
gies of naturc's life must be owing to thc scientific 
spirit which directs these various movements. All 
motions are subject to mathematical laws, and con
sequently the science of mathematics, comprehended 
in its largest sense, can only supply the key which 
will unlock these mysterious movements. Human 
reason cam:ot be mistaken in this, because Use{/' and 
mathematics are identical. 

Luminar motion is a straight-linear, impulsive 
vibrating motion. It is tbe primary motion, furming 
the basis of all other motions. Caloric motion is 
centroperipheric, involving circular and spiral actiun, 
expanding aud contracting. The tendency of grav
ity is towards the center, but its mution results in thc 
ellipse. Magnetic motions, it is believcd, are para
bolic, and electricity is governed by the hyperbola. 

As said before, motion is only communicated. The 
action of a waterfall may produce a tMusand differ. 
ent results by communicating its motion. Wind is 
raised, vapor ascends, heat and electricity arc 
eyolved. ny the gravity of thc water whcels are 
turncd and all killlls of machincry set in moCon. 
Mechanical action again is converted into friction, 
hcat, electricity and magnetism, etc., etc. Nothing 
is lost, neither is any thing created. All phenomcna 
are but changes and convcrsions 01 thp. forms of mat
ter, interwo\'!�n amI interlocked to such a tl('grec tbat 
only an infinite mind p,an comprelien(1 the wonderful 
action and harll,ony o( the whole. 

The finest emotions of the human soul may be 
called up by mechanical action. A performer sits at 
the )liano an,l expresses his musical ideas by mechan
ical action through thc instrument. The latter being 
constructed in accordance with the laws of sound, 
mu�ical harmony results from this mechanical per
formance, and it reverberates in the organism of the 
inner man through the channel of the outer ear. 
Here is a profound mystery, incomprehensible to a 
finite understanding. Musical ideas are converted 
into sound by mechanical action, and vice versa. If 
no relation existed between mind and matter could 
such phenomena take place? The truth is plain that 
all physical energies involve a spiritual principle, and 
that aU mental phenomena involve material action. 

There is no such thing as dead matter, neither is 
there an immaterial spirit. All e!lprgies result from 
spiritual action, outwardly manifested, Spirit and 
matter are as cause and effect; they are indissolubly 
connected, the one cannot exist without the other. 
Existence is life in degree, comparative life, and in
volve, both, spIrit and matter, the positll'e and the 
n�gative; their polar relations as cause and effeet 
produce all energies and ali phenomena of nature. 

Motion is a translation of space into time and 01 
time into sllace. Motion is an interweaving of space 
and time, bu', is antithetical to both. The principle 
01 motion precedes the reality of space and time. 
The latter become actual relations through the real
ityof motion. Motion is the result of a process, and 
this process again inyolves motion. Notwithstand
ing the apparent circular 106ic of this statement, it 
is a deep truth, but its further elucidation would be 
out of place here, as it wouM lead to a purely meta
physical discussion. The reader is referred to a well 
digested essay on the origin of motion to Stallo':! 
"Philosophy of Nature." 

I will only add here, that the formation of natural 

llfht �titutifi' �meritan. 

matter, or of concrete --;;ints, out of the abstract I vibrations per second, and the more intense and 
center, is identical with the production of motion 

I
I higher will be the sound. Rut the volume of motion, 

itselt, and also with the appearance of space and its massivene.i!s, depends upon the quantity of matter 
time. Motion, space and time, and matter, form a 

I 
moved. The volume of force, whether in sound or 

trinity in unity; they hail from the same spirilual chemical action, would appear to be in the simple 
source, and are born out of the same womb, and by I ratio of the mass of matter moved. In chemical 
one and the same act. 

I 
actioD, therefore, tllis ratio should correspond to the 

Motion or energy is a primary function of life. atomic or equivalent number, because this represents 
The principle of life is uncreated, and so is energy or I the relation of weight or massiveness. In sould it 
motion. We can make no distinction between I is the mass of the sounding Lody. On the other 
energy and motion, they mutually state each other. 

I
' hand the intensity of action in either case depends 

II10tion or energy being given as the CD use, outer upon tension or rate of motion. 
matter results as the effect, yet the two state them· [To be Continued.] 

selves simultan�ously. It is a useless task to �c- I The neW' English' Ste
·
a�ptlhlP •• City of B08-count for motIon or e!1ergy on purely material i 

ton." 
�ou�ds; as much so, as a m�terial explanation of' The Inman new screw steamship City oj Boston hfe wIll always leave the questIOn unanswered. The will form a valuable addition to the numerous and human mind must accept Iif� as an uncreated princi- handsome fieet of vessels belonging to the Liverpool, pie, as the final cause of,exlsten.ce: natural re�on, New York and Phlladelphia Steamship Company. therefore, can only comprehend Its natural relatIOns, For strenO'th speed and beauty probably the City of but no more. T1�e self eviden� truth of a final caus�, Boston ca�n�t be excelled, alth�ugh she may be equal howel-er, must lorm the basts of every sound phl- ed. The City oj Boston is 305 feet in length, 39 feel losophy. . . in breadth, 27 feet 6 inches in depth, and 2,278 tUllS, The en�rgles of forces arc as th� square of veloClty, old measurement. The hull is built in six water-tight an� the Simple mas�.. �he mass IS co�stant, the ve- compartments, each bulkhead running from the keei 10Clty may 

.
vary, as It IS the result of IDne� en�r�, to the spar deck, and, in effect, guaranteeing the or commuDlcated. The so called force of znerila IS greatest possible security to life should any accident no force at all. Inertia is pure passivenpss, whether occur at sea such as, under ordinary circumstances, at rest or in motion. Whatever the motion of mat· would be likely to cause a ship to sink. To give ter may be, this motion is not the result of i"er- additional strength the deck is from one end to the 

tia, but the result of energy. There is no inertia to other made of iron plates of the best quality manufac. overcome. When a body is at rest its weight exerts lured by the Mersey Steel and Iron Company, and a pressure. Now it is this very weiglit or pressure upon the plates is laid the onlinary tim )er deck. The which has to be overcome before the body can be set propelling power is supplied by a pair of direct acting in motion. Gravity has grown out of inertness, but trunk engines, of 350 hor�e power, nominal, the acts only in one direction, towards the center, while cylinders being 36 inches in diameter, having a threeinertness acts in no direction because it is simple feet stroke. The boilers are fitted with sur/ace con. passiveness. In raising a body vertically its gravity densers and fired by wings. The screw has a pitch alone results and this is exactly equal to its weight; of 24 feet. there is no inertia to overcome. Also when a body 
is suspended like a pendulum to a string, infinitely 
long and w:lhout any stillness, in moving that body 
no inertia results. nut moti(ln cannot without con
version be sud,lpnly communicate,1 in mas.� or 'lua/!
hty, but only by small incremC'nts. 

No motion can be maintained by inerlia; energy 
is required because resistance is met Ilverywhere. 
There is no vacuum; a nothing does not exist; mat
IeI' is universal, consequently resistance; and where
evel' i:] nlotion ther;) energy is at work. 

)Iatter at rest exert; a pressure towar,ls the center 
of the earth in consequence 0/ gravitation. This is 
the force of gravitation arrested. Now the initial 
velocity of a bo(ly at rest \\ III I'e 1 in the first unit of 
timC', as soon as its support is removed. Pressure, 
therefore, llIay he considere,l a momentum, resulting 
from an initial velocity of 1. Pressure resultin� 
frolll simple weight or tension, is a force whose mo
mentum is equal to the weight or tension. To start 
a railroad train requires more force than to keep it in 
motion. On a perfect level and with perfect machin
ery, however, no more power will be consumed to 
start the train with an imtial velocity than is needed 
to maintain this speed, provided this speed is infi' 
nitely small. ny any increase of speed a portion of 
the necessary lorce, in place of communicating mo
tion to the train, will be converted and not rendered 
useful. The resistance being as the square of I!!peed, 
a much greater expenditure of force is needed lor 
rapid starting and this.great pxpenditure is usually 
charged to merlia, but erroneously. 

Inertness, massiveness and ponderabiIity are all 
identical. The momentum of a moving body, once 
acquired, will continue, until it is diminished, either 
gradually or brought to rest suddenly, by resistaDce. 
This momentum being the result of two factors, that 
is, motion and massiveness, it is plain that without 
massiveness, there can be no momentum, no force, 
no moHon. This is equally true in a mechanical as 
welI as fn a dynamical sense. 

Chemical action results from the presence and con
tact of opposites. In the measure of forces two val
ues have to be distinguished, 1Jolllme and mtensitl'. 

The direct agency in chemical action appears to be 
electricity. Now in "Iectric tension there are 'Volume 

and i'ntensit!/, corresponding to volume and intensity 
in thc phenomena of sound. Tension is energy, 
either asserLed or moving. The higher the tension 
(If a mUBi�al string the greater will be the number (If 
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To Catch Bird .. 0' Prey. 

A correspondent of the Il'ish Agricultural Re1Jie'ID 
sends the following ingenious plan for catching 
predatory hirds :-

" Take an egg-shell, stuff it with yellow clay, and 
stick it on the top of a sharp-pointed stick. Put 
the slick standing upright in a pool or s\>allow strean 
of water. Now place a stone in the water, with onl. 
a small portion of it appearing over the surface, and 
on that place a good rat-trap, in such a position thaI 
th(' bird, to g('t at the egg, shall have no other place 
to stan,1 on but the trap. Rhake a few dead leaves 
on the trap, afld he will soon have a magpie, if lhere 
are many about. Of course, he will turn the unbroken 
part of the egg-shell up. The clay is only put in to 
atford ahold for the stick. Th� success of this method 
depends very much on changing the trap occasional
ly, watching it closely, and taking away the birds as 
they are caught. Magpies are very knowing, anel 
will soon learn what it i�, and avoid it. I have killed 
numbers in this way; both gray-hacked crows al\(I 
magpies." 

1 •• 

J. F. WiD810W' and the Be8semer ProceS8. 

Mr. Holley thus dedicates his work on "Ordnance 
and Armor":-

"JOliN F· WINSLOW, ESQ.-.lfy Deal' /:fir:- The 
inscription of your name in this work on Ordnance 
and Armor, is not only gratifying to me on personal 
grounds, and appropriate from a civilian student in 
the Art of War, to a civilian ever foremost in improv
Ing and developing the materiel of war; but it is an 
expression of that respect, shared by my counlrymen 
at large, for the liberality and enterprise to which, 
tog?ther with the efforts of your associates, we are 
indebted for the timely Monito]", the first home-made 
Ilteel ordnance, and the introduction of the Bessemer 
process. I am, dear sir, very respectfully your friend, 

" A. L. HOLLEY. 
"New York, Sept. 21, 1864." 

A MAN came to the DUKe or Welllllgton with a 
patented article. 'What have you to offer?' 'A bullet
proof jacket, your grace.' 'Put it on. ' The inventor 
obeyed. The Duke rang a bell. An aid-de-camp 
presented himself. 'Tell the captain of the guard 
to order one of his mw to load with ball cartridge.' 
The inventor disappeared, and was never seen again 
near the Horse Guards. No money wasted in trying 
that invention. 
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